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Today

aiming for a «paperless parliament»
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Mobile devices vs PC
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MP

Back Office
Two enterprise apps for MPs

geoCamera
A mobile app for meetings and for signing/submitting acts

geoDoc
A mobile app with parliamentary documentation

Easy
Up to date

Internal store
Public stores
Agile development

Short feedback loop and adaptation cycle

Iterative and incremental development

Adaptive planning

Increased flexibility and reduced risks

Continuous improvement (frequent releases)
GeoCamera

Enterprise app for sharing documents of Committees / Assembly meetings and for signing/submitting acts
GeoCamera

What is in it?

- Agenda and documents of Committees meetings
- Agenda and documents of Assembly meetings
- Signing and submitting of acts
- Signing and submitting of amendments
- Signing and submitting of legislative proposals
- Phone book
- Press release
- Parliament TV
GeoCamera

How does it work?

Agenda and documents of Committees meetings

Agenda
Documents

QR code for accessing reserved docs
Confidentiality levels
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How does it work?

Agenda and documents of Assembly meetings

Agenda
Documents
Confidentiality levels
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How does it work?

Agenda of meetings

Weekly
Montly
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Signing and submission of acts, legislative proposals, amendments

Progress:
- working copy
- signed/submitted
- notified
- drafting
- published

Alerts
New act, legislative proposal, amendment
GeoCamera

How does it work?

Functions for Personal assistants, Political Groups and the Administration of CD
GeoCamera Architecture

iOS
Android

9,7"

Internet

Novell Access Gateway

GeoCall Server

Red Hat Wildfly AS WS

Novell Net IQ

WIFI Server

Mail Server Zimbra

DBMS Oracle

DMS Alfresco

RDF / LOD

Others

~ 50 % open source
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A mobile app with parliamentary documentation
GeoDoc
What is in it?

Dossiers, reading notes, research docs, posts, infographics, bills, acts, laws, sencences...
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How does it work?

What’s new

Types of contents

Author / thematic area
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How does it work?

What’s new

Filter on author / thematic area
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Personal area

Recommended contents
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Document
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What is its context?

- Publishing in web sites
- Printing hard copies
- Posting on Twitter
- Making available on app
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